SLICE THE MARKET
Create the market live zones not over the existing railroad tracks. Current investments to revitalize the railroad require informal settlements to relocate.

STIMULATE RAILROAD
Define both adjacent and direct connections to the railroad station.

PATHWAY
Provide a defined pedestrian system that will better access the flow of traffic around the railroad functions.

BRIDGE THE CITY
Bridge the city severed by the railway corridor.

CATALYST
The proposed commercial urban agriculture will redefine the center of the city as not only a thriving market place but also a source for major goods and resources.

FUTURE PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE
The under-utilized space in the railroad corridor can overtime become a major food artery through the city.

“... experts say most of Africa, and other high-growth developing nations such as Afghanistan and Pakistan, will be hard-pressed to furnish enough food, water and jobs for their people, especially without major new family-planning initiatives”